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Let us introduce you to 

Leah Shadbolt
Often when we think of philanthropy, there seems to
be a few obstacles to overcome. We wanted to
introduce you to Leah - who is a seemingly average
school teacher from Montreal. However, looks can be
deceiving - Leah has developed a heart for educating
kids both in Canada and in India. In these pages, she
will share with you, how easy and rewarding it is to
partner with Mukti Volunteer Village Canada. 

 "This is what I have enjoyed most: getting to see the
projects in action and getting to hear the heart of

those who are leading on the ground."



 "I have had the privilege of being back in India each
year since, to support their projects."

My first trip to India was in 2010. My dad had been before
and encouraged me to come along with him. Loving to
travel, I agreed to join him! As a high school student at the
time, I had no idea how India would touch my heart years
down the road.  In 2018, I spent nearly three months in India
supporting Mukti projects.

Never too young or too old
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 "Mukti Volunteer Village focuses on providing basic
education to children in need in India. Being able to
see their projects first hand has given me great hope
for the teachers and students Mukti supports!"

The biggest obstacle has been the language barrier. Since I
know very little Hindi, when I am with any students of the
Mukti projects, I rely a lot on smiling, charades and
laughter. Somehow, this works! However, I believe that if I
didn’t need to rely so heavily on the project leads to
translate, the impact could be even greater.

First hand experience
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You will never be the same
"After each trip, I am consistently both overwhelmed and
extremely thankful. Overwhelmed at the need on each
street in India, the need for valuable, free and safe
education made available to all kids."

My travel has impacted my teaching in how I view
education as a whole. My travel has reminded me again
and again of the importance and necessity of education. It
has reminded me of the unlimited possibilities as outcomes
of receiving an education. My travel has given me a bigger
heart and passion for education, even in Canada.
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Would you consider
"Mukti is consistently checking in with the projects they
are supporting, in order to understand how we can
support these projects best."

I would certainly encourage anyone to connect with Mukti
Volunteer Village. It is an experience that opens your eyes to
see how big the world is. It shows you how people live so
differently from us in North America and yet many seem
happier and much more content. Sometimes, I think it is an
experience that teaches us more than it teaches those we
visit!
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251 Queen St. South

Suite #502, Mississauga, ON

L5M 1L7 | Canada

P: 416-623-5086 

E: mukticanada@gmail.com

To Donate visit

www.muktivillage.ca

contact us

Mukti Volunteer Village 
Canadian Registered Charity

Registered Canadian Charity 
No: 82034 5734 RR 0001

Follow us on Mukti Volunteer
Village - Canada


